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Affine structure from motion
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A mobile observer samples sequences of narrow-field projections of configurations in ambient space. The so-called

structure-from-motion problem is to infer the structure of these spatial configurations from the sequence of

projections. For rigid transformations, a unique metrical reconstruction is known to be possible from three

orthographic views of four points. However, human observers seem able to obtain much shape information from a

mere pair of views, as is evident in the case of binocular stereo. Moreover, human observers seem to find little use

for the information provided by additional views, even though some improvement certainly occurs. The rigidity

requirement in its strict form is also relaxed. We indicate how solutions of the structure-from-motion problem can

be stratified in such a way that one explicitly knows at which stages various a priori assumptions enter and specific

geometrical expertise is required. An affine stage is identified at which only smooth deformation is assumed (thus

no rigidity constraint is involved) and no metrical concepts are required. This stage allows one to find the spatial

configuration (modulo an affinity) from two views. The addition of metrical methods allows one to find shape from

two views, modulo a relief transformation (depth scaling and shear). The addition of a third view then merely

serves to settle the calibration. Results of a numerical experiment are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

When you walk around your chair, geometrical optics pre-

dicts how the image of the chair on your retinas is subject to

continual severe deformation. The image is quite different
from moment to moment. Yet, in your introspection, the

chair remains the same trusty object of invariant shape.

You would be worried if the chair were really deformed.

The changing entity in your introspection is the relative
position of you and your chair.

One interpretation is that your introspection is based on

certain invariants of the transformations on your retinas.
Such invariants are related to the shape of the chair. This
idea has a venerable history, from Euclid's Optics' to Helm-

holtz2 and Gibson.3 The mathematics of the reconstruction
of spatial structure from projections starts (in serious form)

with Lambert's treatise on the free perspective (Freye Per-
spektive).4 The key theorems were formulated by Pohlke'
in 1853 and Hauck 6 in 1883. This led to lively discussions in

the literature (with a decisive contribution by Kruppa 7) that

are largely obscure by now. The main application has been

in photogrammetry. Only in recent times (largely the cur-

rent decade) has the mathematical nature of the problem
been taken up again and have major attempts to quantify
perception of three-dimensional shapes been pursued.

The basic mathematical structure is simple. As the prob-

lem is usually framed, you have N views, say, of a spatial

configuration consisting of M points in general position. (In
fact, the problem-or problems-can be formulated in many
different ways. We still stick to the present paradigm
though.)

A "view" is a central projection, i.e., the points are mapped

on a pencil of concurrent visual rays. Their common inter-

section is the center of projection or vantage point. The N
vantage points are again assumed to be in general position.

"General position" means that slight perturbations of the
configurations of N vantage points and M fiducial points will
not lead to qualitative changes in a possible solution.

It is assumed that you can identify any given fiducial point
in the different views and thus that a correspondence has
been established.

It is also assumed that you have access to the full appara-
tus of spherical trigonometry: you may measure the angles
between pairs of visual rays (apparent size) as well as the

dihedral angles defined by triples of visual rays.

Finally, it is assumed that you know a priori that the
spatial configuration of the fiducial points is rigid. That is,
you may assume that the mutual distances between arbi-
trary pairs of fiducial points in three-dimensional space are
equal in the case of all N views.

Then the problem is to find the spatial configuration of
the M points (the shape) as well as the position of the van-
tage point relative to that configuration for the N views.

Needless to say, this problem has no solution: since you
measure only angles, there can be no hope to recover dis-

tances. Thus people reformulate the problem as follows:
Can you find a solution modulo a scaling factor? The an-
swer is: Yes, sometimes, depending on the values of N and

M.
In this paper we address only a slightly simplified form of

the problem, namely, we restrict the discussion to ortho-
graphic projections. For this case, the so called structure-
from-motion theorem states that "given three distinct or-
thographic views of four non-coplanar points in a rigid con-

figuration, the structure and motion compatible with the
three views are uniquely determined."8 More information
leads to an inconsistent problem, unless the motion is indeed
rigid and the measurements of infinite precision (the case of
redundant data); less information leads to continuous fam-
ilies of solutions. The equations are inconsistent even for

three views of four noncoplanar points if the movement fails
to be rigid.

The structure-from-motion theorem is indeed almost in-
tuitively obvious: technical drawings have shown at least
three views for many years (the fact that these views are
typically related in specific ways in technical drawings helps,
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of course), and any configuration of less than four points is
planar anyway.

Psychophysical evidence has generally failed to show a
satisfactory relationship between perception and the struc-
ture-from-motion theorem. The actual results are compli-
cated, perhaps not quite consistent, and not easily summa-
rized in a few sentences. Apparently, visual perception is
not good with four points. It depends on the task, but
typically performance increases with the number of points.
On the other hand, the visual process often seems to base
decisions on fewer than three views: you obtain vivid three-
dimensional impressions with only two views (a good exam-
ple is the case of binocular stereo), and additional views do
not increase performance dramatically over the two-view
case, although improvements certainly occur. Moreover,
you may well doubt the ability of the visual system to handle
the angular measurements with sufficient precision, and you
have good reason to doubt the universal application of the
rigidity hypothesis. Still, the rigidity assumption may well
play a role in many cases.

For instance, you have no trouble perceiving the shape of
the leaves of paper on which this paper has been printed
when you bend them (bending is "rigid in the small," but not
globally so9). Most people are of the opinion that they can
gauge the shape of a cat pretty well when such an animal
passes by (a deformation that is not even rigid in the small).
It is only such troublesome objects as silk dresses that may
look decidedly nonrigid, or even fluid. (According to ro-
mantic poetry this accounts for much of the charm.) In
many of these cases static cues may be important; however,
the fact that humans are able to deal with nonrigid shape
from motion seems evident.

Introspection is not something to be trusted too much, of
course. You would like to have some good psychophysics on
spatial judgments in the absence of strict rigidity, with a
variable number of views, for diverse spatial configurations,
and so on. Some do exist, but not enough to constrain
theoretical developments at this moment. One problem is
that people do not know what to ask from the subject. You
typically ask for expertise requiring metrical, Euclidean
judgments (distances, angles, curvatures, .. .). However, it
is clear that not all visual knowledge (i.e., that which pro-
motes efficacious future action, for example, the ability to
predict a future contour) needs to be of such a nature. In
many cases it suffices to know aspects of mere spatial order,
affine or projective structure, etc.

There have been many attempts to obtain partial informa-
tion from fewer than three views. All methods based on the
measurement of instantaneous angular speed are of this type
(they exploit two infinitesimally close views), and binocular
stereo provides another well-known example.

There has been no serious attempt to stratify the struc-
ture-from-motion problem until now.

Such a stratification should explicitly identify the stages
in the algorithm where the various a priori assumptions are
introduced and where topological, affine, or metrical exper-
tise is required.

Such a stratification is desirable for several reasons, one
being the likelihood that the visual process will be similarly
structured because the various strata will naturally apply to
different classes of tasks and require different levels of ex-
pertise. Another reason is plain scientific method: You
understand a theory only when you explicitly see where your

assumptions enter; otherwise it is little better than a (possi-
bly useful) hat trick, even if you know it to be correct. It is
the difference between scientific understanding and an engi-
neering solution. Felix Klein's famous stratification of ge-
ometry is an example of how such a stratification increases
understanding.

STRATIFICATION OF THE STRUCTURE-FROM-
MOTION PROBLEM

In this paper we skip the front end of the stratification, e.g.,
the solution of the correspondence problem, even if this is by
no means a trivial problem. We assume N views of a config-
uration of M points, with the correspondences established.
We do not assume rigidity or the ability to perform metrical
operations in the pencil of visual rays, however. We do
assume the ability to perform the elementary projective op-
erations, though (in the visual field to draw a line through
two points, find the intersection of two lines, find a point not
on a given line, etc.). Below we also require the ability to
perform affine operations (to bisect a line segment or to
draw a line through a point parallel to a given line).

Clearly, the stratification could be pushed much further
than wo do in the present paper. We merely indicate some
layers that appear to be especially useful in view of the given
problems.

Moreover, we limit the discussion to the case of parallel
projection, or the case of a restricted field of view and simul-
taneously restricted depth range. (This case occurs when
the largest diameter of the configuration is small with re-
spect to the distance of the vantage point to the nearest
fiducial point.) This limitation makes practical sense for
two reasons:

1. Parallel projection is a good approximation to central
projection if the field of view is small and the depth range
restricted.

2. Arbitrary smooth deformations are locally equivalent
to affine transformations.

More on this below.
Please notice that a restriction to parallel projection does

not remove the dependence of apparent size on distance:
We will consider pairs of views of objects in which the change
in overall size indicates an (overall) depth difference that
may far exceed the depth of relief of the object. Such views,
however, are both considered parallel projections.

Basically, we identify the following logically distinct stra-
ta:

* From two views of four fiducial points we construct a
unique affine frame. If a configuration of M points (M > 4)
is given in two views, we can assign unique affine coordinates
(a, , -y) to the points. For example, the first quadruple of
points is arbitrarily assigned the coordinate representation
(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1). Then we show how
the fifth and all other points can be assigned unique affine
coordinates (a, i3, y). This is the affine structure-from-
motion theorem. The construction requires nothing but
affine methods, i.e., it requires either the ability to bisect any
given line segment or the (equivalent) ability to draw a line
parallel to a given line through a given point. A Euclidean
metric is not required.
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* The introduction of the rigidity hypothesis and the
ability to measure angles (distances in the visual field) per-
mits a further stage of computation: you obtain a one-
parameter family of Euclidean solutions. You know the axis

of rotation but not the turn or the magnitude of the rotation.
If you assume a turn, you fix the slants and tilts and vice
versa. Thus this solution from two views yields the shape

modulo a depth scaling and a shear. Apart from the true
depth of relief and orientation with respect to the frontopar-
allel plane, you know the shape.

* The introduction of a third view restricts the solution
to a unique one. (Or at least to a finite number-either two
or four, pairwise related through a depth inversion-of solu-

tions.) A pair of two-view affine solutions determines the
relief scaling and orientation with respect to the frontoparal-
lel plane or, equivalently, determines the turns.

Notice that the most essential part of the solution is already
obtained in the first step. For instance, given the affine
representation you can predict other views (e.g., a profile

from two slightly different frontal views) or the equilumin-
ance curves for a given direction of the light. (This is intu-

itively evident if you remember that shadow boundaries are
outlines as seen from the light source.) The second step is in

effect a fairly trivial affair, and the third step merely serves
to fix the turn (a single degree of freedom).

Many well-known phenomena suggest that the human
visual system may stop after the first or second stage. For
instance, it is often hard to distinguish a relief representa-
tion from a sculpture in the round, except when you are
permitted to take extreme side views (by walking around the
object; vide Ref. 11). In many cases human observers ap-

pear to assume tacitly that the objects are predominantly
spread out in the frontoparallel plane, except for a relief
effect (vide Ref. 12). Below we show that you may indeed

determine unique minimum slant solutions from two views.

AFFINE STRUCTURE-FROM-MOTION
THEOREM

Suppose that you are handed two views of four points. You
can find an affine representation of the configuration in the
following trivial way: pick a point (any point) and call it 0.
Assign it arbitrarily the coordinates (0, 0, 0). It will be the

origin of the affine frame. Pick two other points (merely
take care that the triple is not collinear), and call them X
and Y. Assign to these points the coordinates (1, 0, 0) and
(0, 1, 0). We regard OX and @Y as the basis vectors in the

X and Y directions. Of course these vectors need not be
orthogonal, nor of unit modulus, either in projection or in
space. The points 0, X, 'Y define a fiducial triangle to
which all the geometrical structure can be related. You

have representations of these points in the two projections;
these representations are affinely equivalent. Any other
point P in the projection can be assigned unique XY coordi-
nates. Just write OP as a linear combination of OX and
dry; then the coefficients are the desired affine coordinates.

The crucial point to notice is that if the point P is in the
plane OXY, then its affine coordinates have to be the same
in both views if the spatial configuration was subjected to an
arbitrary linear transformation.

Thus we do not have to assume rigidity at all, but merely
assume that the transformation between views is due to a

three-dimensional linear transformation. This is a much
weaker assumption than rigidity, because, as mentioned
above, arbitrary smooth transformations are linear in the
small. (This merely states that they are well approximated
by the first derivative in any sufficiently small region. The
insight that arbitrary smooth transformations are affine in
the small is due to Tissot.13 ) Thus the present discussion is

quite general for suitably restricted fields of view and in fact
merely assumes coherency, or that materials usually stick
together so that their transformations tend to be smooth.

It is somewhat more of a problem to establish the third
affine frame vector. This entity cannot be defined in any
single view but is well defined for a pair of views. We

proceed as follows: Take the remaining point and call it Z.
It is assigned coordinates (0, 0, 1). So much for the trivial

part. The real problem is to find the projection of the vector
oZ.

The trick to arriving at the projection of the third affine
frame vector is simple: just regard the point Z in the first
view as the degenerated projection of a line segment ZZ,
where Z belongs to the plane of the fiducial triangle.

Let us expand this idea a little. You may interpret the
projection of Z to be the projection of not just one but
actually two points, namely, the point Z itself and the imagi-
nary point Z, which is to be the projection of Z on the plane
OXY for the first view. We call this point the trace of Z on
the fiducial OX2Y plane. Since Z is in the (X$/ plane, you
may find its affine coordinates in the first view and construct
its corresponding position in the second view. This position
of the imaginary point Z in the second view will in general be

distinct from the projection of the real point Z (since the
points are in general position, the point Z will not be in the
plane OXSY). This trick enables us to construct the third
affine coordinate axis.

The directed line segment defined by the projections of Z
and Z in the second view will be taken as the projection of

the third affine frame vector.
In order to appreciate the utility of these operations you

may consider the arbitrary point P again. You have already
seen how to obtain the XYcoordinates of P. In order to find
the third coordinate, you merely perform the same trick all
over again. Consider the projection of P in the first view to
be the projection of two distinct points, namely, P itself and
P, which is the trace of P on the fiducial plane OXY. You
may construct the projection of P in the second view and
observe the projection of P in the second view. These two
projected points define a directed line segment in the second
view that has to be a multiple of the third frame vector
(parallel to the third frame vector). If it is not, then the
assumption of the affine transformation is falsified. (That
is, the transformation is not smooth on the scale considered.)
If it is, then the magnitude of the line segment relative to the
third frame vector is the sought-for third coordinate (the
sign is obviously relevant). In this way you may assign

unique affine coordinates to every extra fiducial point.
You obtain a unique solution for configurations of more

than four points up to an arbitrary affine transformation.
Since rotations and homotheties (isotropic scalings) do not
change the shape, you obtain the shape modulo an arbitrary
shear.

This is sufficient to enable you to predict outlines for
arbitrary viewing directions (viewing direction specified in
terms of the frame, projection predicted modulo an affine
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transformation), the equiluminance contours for a given di-
rection of light source (idem), and so forth. Although the
affine solution does not permit predictions of a metrical
nature, it is a true three-dimensional entity in the sense that
it allows you to predict arbitrary views. We now present a
numerical example.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

It is a straightforward exercise to implement the affine stage
numerically. You need a routine that enables you to find
the image b of a vector a, say, under an affine transformation
that carries the pair of vectors f 2 into the pair g1,2. This is a
problem in linear algebra.

First we write a as a linear combination of fl,2, say, a = cf1
+ flf 2. This leads to a set of simultaneous linear equations
for the coefficients a and /3 with the solution

[al = D-'r f2f2 flf21fla
LizJ L -f 2 f1 ff, Lf 2 aJ

with

D = (flf1)(f 2f 2) - (flf2)2.

This procedure succeeds whenever the vectors f, 2 are not
collinear-that is, when the determinant D 54 0. Then the
required image of the vector a is b = a + 3g2-

To find the affine frame, take three points, , X, and Y,
say. Define the vectors f 2 as the projections of the directed
line segments X and 02/, respectively. The vectors g1,2 in
the second view are similarly defined. The vectors f, 2 and
g1,2 are the projections of the first two affine frame vectors in
the two views.

Find the image of f3 in the way described above: In the
first view, the projection of f3 is degenerated into a point.
For instance, you may pick a fourth point Z (in an equally
arbitrary manner as you did with the first triple) and consid-
er the projections of Z and of the trace (relative to the first
viewing direction) Z of Z on the OXY plane. In the first
view, these projections (trivially) coincide, and the projec-
tion of ZZ degenerates into a point. In the second view,
however, the projection of the line segment ZZ is nondegen-
erate. Regard the directed line segment ZZ as the projec-
tion of the third frame vector 3 in the second view. (You
may shift the vector such that its tail is at the origin 0;
however, this is not essential.)

This concludes the construction of the frame.
Now suppose that you have the two projections of any

point P, say. To find its affine coordinates in the frame, you
first write OP as a linear combination of fl,2. This yields the
first two coordinates a and Ap. The difference of the pro-
jection of P in the second view and the image (found by the
method outlined above) of that line segment in the first view
has to be a vector that is collinear with the projection of the
third frame vector. (If it is not, the assumption that the
configuration suffered an affine transformation between the
two views has been falsified.) The (signed) length ratio is
the third coordinate, yp.

Thus you end up with an affine model of the spatial con-
figuration. This model has the coordinate representations

0 = (0,0,0),

X= (1,0,0),

2y= (0,1,0),

Z= (0,0,1),

P = (ap, f, yp).

This may look rather trivial at first sight (it is a rather trivial
affair!), but you may add an arbitrary number of points like
P, of course. The more points you add, the less trivial the
solution appears: You really have constructed a three-di-
mensional model of the spatial configuration modulo an
arbitrary affine transformation. This model suffices to pre-
dict possible contours or equiluminance curves, for instance,
surely not a minor step toward shape calculation.

This procedure has been applied to the triple of projec-
tions illustrated in Fig. 1. (The triangulated head used in
these examples is due to Rydfalk.1 4 ) As you see, the projec-
tions differ through a magnification, a cyclorotation (rota-
tion about the axis of projection), a translation in the plane
of projection, and a rotation about an axis orthogonal to the
direction of view. These components are completely differ-
ent for the transitions 0-1 and 1-2 (we denote the projec-
tions 0, 1, and 2). These projections are the input to the

Fig. 1. Superposition of the 0th and 1st (left) and 1st and 2nd
(right) views. Both figures contain one identical view (the 1st), a
full frontal view of the triangulated face. The 0-1 transition is due
to a rotation in space about the vertical (head shake) and a diver-
gence; the 1-2 transition is due to a rotation about the horizontal
(head nod) and a curl, or cyclorotation.

0

IN\ N

\N .

X
Fig. 2. The triangulated head as it appears in the 1st view with the
fiducial triangle (XYi') marked (left). The choice of fiducial
points is essentially arbitrary. It is a good choice if the three points
are not collinear in the projection. Notice that the fiducial triangle
will be slanted and tilted with respect to the plane of projection,
although its orientation cannot be calculated from any single view
and is thus indeterminate. On the right an affinely equivalent view
is presented. The algorithm runs on such representations in its first
stage.
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Fig. 3. Optical flow for the 0-1 (left) and 1-2 (right) transitions.
Notice the strong divergence and curl.

- . , . *

Fig. 4. Superpositions of the affine representations of the 0th and
1st and of the 1st and 2nd views. These representations differ
merely through purely parallel shifts of the vertices, as is apparent
from the affine flow depictions shown below.

algorithm. This is not the most general case that the algo-
rithm can handle, which would include a general shear.

In Fig. 2 we illustrate the fiducial triangle OXQY in the 1st
view (reference view). It is tilted and slanted with respect to
the plane of projection, with tilt and slant being unknown to
the algorithm, of course. We also illustrate an (affinely!)
equivalent representation.

In Fig. 3 we illustrate the optical displacement fields for
the 0-1 and 1-2 transitions. These fields show strong indi-
cations of divergences and curls.

In Fig. 4 we illustrate the affine displacement fields.
These are fields of parallel displacement: in the affine coor-
dinates the divergences and curls are automatically elimi-
nated. This vividly illustrates a major asset of the affine
method: the remapping effectively removes the effects of
global curl and divergence that mess up the Euclidean flow
field.

In Fig. 5 we illustrate the triad of affine frame vectors in
the 0th and 2nd views. As you see, the 0-1 transition was a
rotation about the vertical (a "head shake"); the 1-2 transi-
tion, about the horizontal (a "nod").

Finally, we show an affine view computed from the affine
solution of the 0-1 transition. As you see, one may easily
obtain a profile view from two nearly frontal views: the
solution is truly three dimensional (Fig. 6). A Pearson rank-
order correlation analysis'5 reveals that the affine depth

order is essentially perfect. This is equally true for the 1-2
transition.

We have studied cases including nonrigid transforma-
tions. The results are equally good. Rigidity is absolutely
irrelevant to the affine structure-from-motion problem.

Studies with randomly perturbed views reveal that this
type of solution is rather robust.

RIGIDITY AND THE METRIC

Until now we have used only affine properties: bisection of
line segments or the ability to draw a line parallel to a given
line through a given point, and the ability to find the ratio of
lengths of parallel line segments. Additional structure can
be computed if you permit metrical concepts, e.g., the ability
to bisect angles and to compare the lengths of nonparallel
line segments.

In this paper we introduce metrical concepts and the rigid-
ity hypothesis at the same stage. Note that the notion of
rigidity itself depends on the metrical framework.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the 1st view, with the affine frame as defined
in the 0th (left) and 2nd (right) views projected on it. The effects of
the shake and nod of the head are immediately evident.

Fig. 6. Profile view computed from the affine solution using the 0-
1 transition. This is affine shape-from-motion from two views,
without invoking the rigidity hypothesis.
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If the transformation between views is an isometry (note
that the rigidity hypothesis is introduced at this point), then
it must be the composition of a translation and a rotation. A
translation in a frontoparallel plane merely produces a shift
in the projection; you can get rid of it by putting the two
projections of 0 into coincidence. This is easily done, and
we will not consider this frontoparallel translational compo-
nent in the sequel. Assume that it has been factored out.
(This also yields an estimate of the frontoparallel transla-
tion, of course.)

The rotation can be decomposed into a rotation in the
image plane and a rotation about an axis in a frontoparallel
plane. It is easy enough to find the latter: you may consid-
er the projection of the third affine frame vector to be the
projection of a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation in
a frontoparallel plane. If you then construct the projection
of that plane in the first view (only affine constructions are
required), you may put the projections of planes of rotation
in the two views into coincidence through a relative rotation
of the two views. This factors out the rotation in the image
plane. The procedure is easily implemented. We disregard
this rotation about the viewing direction in the following
paper0 and assume it to have been factored out. As a side
benefit you obtain a numerical estimate of the amount of
cyclorotation. In our numerical studies (e.g., the case illus-
trated above) we find perfect agreement.

Because the axis of rotation in the plane of projection is
known in both views, you may also correct for an overall scale
difference that is due to a translation in depth. The point to
notice is that the points on the axis of rotation are not
changed by that rotation. Thus, if you project all points (in
the projection) on this axis, you obtain a collinear sequence
of points that has to be invariant. If it differs between the
views, then it has to differ merely in scale, and the scaling
factor can be determined through comparison of lengths in
the projection. If the point sequences do not differ merely
by scale, the rigidity assumption has been falsified. We find
perfect estimates of magnification in our numerical experi-
ments. Such magnifications can immediately be interpret-
ed in terms of distance changes, of course. Below we assume
correction for such overall magnification.

After these corrections the two normalized views merely
differ through a rotation about an axis in a frontoparallel
plane through the projection of . This axis is perpendicu-
lar to the projections of the plane of rotation constructed
above. This type of transformation is the only component
that generates depth information. As a side benefit, you
have found the relative shift, the differential cyclorotation,
and the size ratio that relate the two views.

Notice that this is not a trivial step: after all, the two
views may differ quite a bit because of rotations about axes
in frontoparallel planes. The estimation of the shift, curl,
and magnitude differences is a well-recognized problem in
optic flow analysis. Our algorithm yields a simple solution.

In order to proceed we need some formalism. Define a
Euclidean frame 1 e , e3 ), such that P&,2,3 are unit vectors,
with Al along the axis of rotation in the image plane and 
along the line of sight.

Let GP, + G2P2 denote the depth gradient of the fiducial
triangle 2Y; i.e., the depth of a point aP + 0e2 in the
projection with respect to the frontoparallel plane through 
is aG + flG 2. We also introduce the slant and the tilt of

the fiducial plane through the equations G, = tan a cos T and
G2 = tan o sin T.

Let the coordinates of the points X and Y in the projec-
tion (just disregard &N) be (X1, X2) and (Y1, Y2), respectively.
Then the third coordinates must be X3 = GXi + G2X2 and
Y3= GY, + G2Y2.

For a given turn p, say, the rotation can be represented by
the matrix

0

0

0 0 1
cos p -sin p

sin p cos p,

The turn is the angle over which the object has (rigidly)
turned about a frontoparallel axis from the first view to the
second. Of the transformed coordinates, the first one is
trivially unchanged, whereas the third one is not observable.
The second coordinate is observable and yields the available
information. The equations are

X2 = X2 cos p - sin p(X, 0G, + X2
0G2 ),

Y21 = Y2
0 cos p - sinp(Y, 0G 1 + Y2

0G2 ).

Here the upper indices label the views; the lower indices
label the components. Because the turn p is unknown, we
eliminate it from these equations in order to obtain a single
equation in (G1, G2). This equation represents a one-pa-
rameter family of solutions for the two-view case. The pa-
rameter is the unknown turn p. The equation is quadratic in
(G1, G2). The linear terms are absent. (Such one-parame-
ter families of solutions consistent with rigid motion and two
orthographic views have been discussed in the literature,
e.g., in Refs. 16-18).

From the expression for the discriminant of this quadric,
you may show that the locus of permissible points in gradi-
ent space is necessarily a hyperbola. As a consequence, you
obtain a range of possible orientations of the tilt and a lower
bound on the slant. There do exist two minimum-slant
solutions, which are indeed unique because the hyperbola
has exactly two points closest to the origin of gradient space.
These minimum-slant solutions are mirror images with re-
spect to the true frontoparallel plane. Such so-called solu-
tions have perfect rank-order correlation, but the depth re-
lief may be far wrong because the turn is typically way off.

The depth of a point equals

P2 cos p - P2
0

sin p

thus the relief is indeed strongly dependent on the value of
the turn. If the magnitude of the turn is small (p << 1), you
have the simple relation

pZ = P2
1

-P20

i.e., the depth of relief (z) is inversely proportional to the
estimated value of the turn. This simple relation is general-
ly useful as a convenient rule of thumb.

In Fig. 7 we show the minimum-slant solution for the 0-1
transition of the example. In this case the true slant of the
fiducial triangle was 27 deg, the tilt 224 deg, and the turn 20
deg. The minimum-slant solution picks a slant of 9 deg, a
tilt of 168 deg, and a turn of 39 deg. (Tilt range is 93-243
deg, and slant range is 9-90 deg; thus the one-parameter
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family leaves the orientation of the fiducial triangle a consid-
erable amount of leeway.) The relief is underestimated, but
Pearson's rank-order correlation is perfect.

THREE VIEWS

When you obtain a third view, you are all set for a complete
Euclidean solution.

From three views you can compute a pair of two-view

solutions. (Actually you can compute three pairs of solu-
tions. However, we consider the three views as part of a

time series that has to be handled serially. Thus it makes
sense to compare merely the 0-1 and 1-2 transitions and to
disregard the 0-2 transition.) Each two-view solution rep-
resents a one-parameter family of solutions, as we showed in
the previous section.

The one-parameter families of solutions for the 0-1 transi-
tion and the 1-2 transition are represented by their hyper-
bolic loci in gradient space. The pair of hyperbolas has
either two or four intersections. (The case of no intersection

Fig. 7. Minimum-slant solution for the 0-1 transition (profile
view). The relief is essentially perfectly recovered; it is merely the
depth of the relief that has been misjudged (in this case underesti-
mated; cf. Fig. 9 below).

Fig. 8. Depiction of gradient space with the one-parameter fam-
ilies of solutions for the 0-1 and 1-2 transitions drawn in. Also
marked are the true situation and the two Euclidean solutions. One
solution coincides with the true shape; the other is a depth-inversed
replica. Gradient space is depicted in polar coordinates. The radi-
al coordinate is the slant (the angular value is zero at the origin and
90 deg at the boundary circle). The angular coordinate is the tilt.

Fig. 9. Profile view computed from the Euclidean solution. It is
identical to a true profile view.

occurs only in the case of nonrigid motions. If the motion is
rigid, there has to be at least one solution and thus a pair of
them.) These intersections represent either one or two
pairs of solutions that are related through a reflection in the
frontoparallel plane. In Fig. 8 we show the loci in gradient
space for the example. There exists essentially a unique
solution. It is indeed found to be numerically perfect, save
for small rounding-error effects. In Fig. 9 we show a profile
view computed from this solution; it is identical with the
true profile, except for minor deviations caused by rounding
errors.

This method of comparison of different pairs of views is
reminiscent of taking a profile view to mensurate the orien-
tation of the fiducial triangle and the depth of relief, a trivial
affair. The essential structure-from-motion part of the so-
lution has already been solved at the first stage. This is
apparent from the perfect rank-order correlation of the ini-
tial affine solution.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown how the structure-from-motion problem
may be solved in a stratified, highly structured manner.
Here we discuss some of the implications.

The first stage of the solution assumes

* A small field of view,
* A smooth transformation in three-space,
* Affine constructions in the visual field

and finds a three-dimensional model of the configuration
modulo an arbitrary affine transformation.

The first two assumptions are in fact closely related: for a
small enough field of view, you regard a small enough part of
the configuration such that the smooth transformation is
closely approximated with its first order differential. That
is an affine transformation (the Cauchy-Green tensor of the
kinematics of deformable media). The method itself yields
a convenient check on the validity of the affine approxima-
tion: all line segments from arbitrary points to their traces
on the fiducial OXY plane must be parallel. This is one of
the interesting features of the affine representation: the
affine flow for a rigid motion (or a three-dimensional affini-
ty) is a parallel flow; thus any influences of divergences and
curls that make the Cartesian flows so hard to interpret are
automatically canceled. There is no need to search for the
epipolar lines at all. This argument may be inverted, with
the useful result that the affine flow enables you to find the
epipolars in a simple manner.

If the transformation were really affine (or rigid) to begin
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with, the small field of view would appear unnecessarily
restrictive. There is another reason for this restriction,
however. The whole procedure hinges on the key observa-
tion that three points define the affine transformation of all
the points coplanar with them. This permitted the crucial
trace construction for the fourth point. Now consider the
case of projective constructions. Given the fate of four
points, you can find the fate of all points coplanar with them.
At first sight this appears to open the way to generalizing our
construction to the projective case (hence central projection
and arbitrary fields of view). This does not work, though,
for the simple reason that an arbitrary quartuple of points
fails to be coplanar with probability one. On the other hand,
any triple of points cannot fail to be coplanar. Thus there
can be no projective generalization of this particular algo-
rithm.

The small-field restriction means in practice that large
fields have to be handled patchwise; you have to break up
the scene into patches that are small enough for the first-
order deformation kinematics to be applicable within the
tolerances. This is necessary, anyway, if the transformation
in three-space is an arbitrary smooth one.

The second stage uses two assumptions, namely, that

* The transformation in three-space is an isometry (ri-
gidity) and

* Metrical constructions in the visual field are allowed.

Notice that, because the field of view is small, we require
merely local rigidity. A bending, for instance, represents an
infinitesimal isometry9 and can be handled by the method.
Then the axis of rotation in the frontoparallel plane will vary
from patch to patch, of course. The differential rotation
between patches reveals the nature of the bending itself. If
the transformation is not even a bending, this step fails; you
must content yourself with the affine part of the solution.
The method itself allows a check on the rigidity hypothesis.

It is possible to reformulate the first or both the first and
the second steps in terms of motion parallaxes; you need to
consider only vantage points that are infinitesimally close
and to introduce spatial derivatives. You then obtain the
relations that have been described earlier in the literature
(vide Ref. 16). For instance, the fact that a scaled depth
solution can be obtained from two views under the assump-
tion of rigidity has been noted in the past. The method
described here can handle sets of arbitrary vantage points,
however, so there is no need for the views to be taken from
similar positions. The only problem that can arise is due to
the fact that most real objects are opaque (there can be no
correspondence between a frontal and a rear view of the
object for obvious reasons).

If the viewer has additional prior information concerning
the rotation (e.g., because the transformation was generated
by an ego movement or, in the binocular case, if the eye-
separation vector is known), then the complete solution has
been reached at this second stage. Even a rough estimate of
the turn suffices to fix the solution in many practical cases.
The estimate merely sets the scale; it does not enter into the
structure-from-motion calculation. Thus the (possibly ap-
preciable) inaccuracy of the estimate does not affect the
estimate of the shape; its effect is confined to the depth
scaling and shear. This appears to be a likely strategy of the

human visual system: the orientation of the fiducial trian-
gle can often be roughly estimated on the basis of monocular
cues. If such cues are weak, the system may fall back in part
or completely on the minimum-slant solution. There is
indeed a noticeable phenomenal regression to the real object
in human depth judgments (vide Ref. 12).

The third stage assumes merely that the viewer has access
to a third view (or at least to a sequence of pairs of views; it is
likely that stable shape percepts build up over time). This
stage merely serves to calibrate the depth scale. It does not
enter into the structure-from-motion calculation proper. It
can be regarded as a refinement of the method of taking a
profile view to judge the (frontal) depth directly (in the
image plane). There appears to be little doubt that human
observers often use this method: it has many times been
described explicitly in the technical literature on the process
of sculpturing; (vide Ref. 11).

In this paper we have merely indicated a principle. We
have also demonstrated that the principle works through
numerical simulations. If you had to convert the principle
into a practical (that is, robust) algorithm, much more would

***
* * *V
* ** &*,

* *,

Fig. 10. Cartesian flow space (top) and affine flow space (bottom)
for the 0-1 transition. Flow space is the space of flow vectors (with
their tails at the origin, markers placed at their tips). The flow in
Cartesian flow space is a dispersed cloud. Affine flow space, on the
other hand, shows the structure: the cloud is restricted to a linear
subspace. Linear regression analysis in affine flow space is indeed
the core of the affine shape-from-motion algorithm.

l 
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have to be done, however. Obviously the choice of the triple
OXY will be important (intuitively one expects a large sup-
port and a small slant to be desirable properties). You
would probably not pick just any point as Z but rather
would try to find the direction that most closely approxi-
mates the directions of PP for all the other points (here
symbolized as P). [This is in fact what has been done in our
implementation. The flow-space representation of the
flow-all flow vectors moved to the origin-for the Carte-
sian flow is a cloud, extended in two dimensions, but for the
affine flow it is a linear subspace of flow space. In Fig. 10 we
illustrate this for the 0-1 transition. We merely do a linear
regression on the (highly elongated) cloud in affine flow
space. This procedure is extremely stable in the presence of
perturbations.] However, such considerations, important
as they may be in practice, are of no importance for the basic
principles involved.
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